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January 12 – 23, 2022

BEING+ is an exhibition of six emerging artists curated by Abisola Oni with
the mentorship of Flavio Belli. The exhibition presents artworks relating to
the curatorial theme of situating the self within society by artists selected
from the Toronto Outdoor Art Fair Emerging Artists roster. 

Emerging Artists by Emerging Curator Exhibition



The curatorial vision for BEING+ explores the nexus between the
experience of the individual and the objective social and cultural forces
that bind this experience. 

Simone De Beauvoir recognizes the ambiguity of the human experience
which suggests we are both subjects who act, and objects who are acted
upon, constrained by our physical limits, social barriers, and the political
powers of others (The Ethics of Ambiguity). BEING+ similarly considers the
variable states of selfhood and complicates the rigidity of subject-object
relations. 

The affirmation of ambiguity brings all of humanity to a shared junction
and BEING+ to Propeller Art Gallery in January 2022.
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- Abisola Oni

BEING+ consists of abstract, figurative, installation, and collage artworks
by Michelle Cieloszczyk, Biba Esaad, Noah Lima, Miles Ingrassia, Roxana
Parsa, and Michelle Rodrigues. The artists examine the experienced
complexity of being within society, expressing diverse subjectivities
through formal elements and subject matter.

Collectively, BEING+ considers nuances in the socio-cultural fabrication of
gender, power relations, the racialized body, and the role of place and
kinship in the conceptualization of identity.

As a result, BEING+ forms an exploration of selfhood that lends itself to
the understanding of a collective memory.



What might the skin of a militarized police force look like? What would remain
from this molted being?

Carapace Pillar is a 6.5' x 2' x 2' pillar of semi-translucent blue silicone attached to
a metal structure. The silicone skin consists of bulletproof vest castings
arranged in a shell-like manner. The visual discourse compares the shields and
body armour worn by law enforcement to the protective outer shells of certain
animals and insects. The sculpture contradicts defensive solidity by creating a
soft and malleable outer shell.

What does it look like to serve and protect? Is this a hard or soft social function?
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Michelle Cieloszczyk



Carapace Pillar
3D Silicone, metal, hardware
78 x 25"
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Biba Esaad
The cyborg represents a denial of one’s constructed otherness in favour of the
body in flux. Formed through an insistence on potentiality, my work investigates
the transgression of traditional mediums vis-à-vis corporeal and technological
imagery. These elements, in conjunction with the astonishment of human
hybridization, aim to surpass the limitations of an alienating present, allowing one
to see, feel, and exist in a different time and place – a queer utopia. 

Considering the cyborg as a cybernetic organism, a hybrid of machine and flesh
memory, the cyborg presents the possibilities of being and the process of
becoming. In representing the self with technological body-scanning or
impressions of the body as painted corporeal underlayers, the representation
both examines and extends beyond itself. 

My work is no longer rooted in the conventions of normalcy, rather, it is coded in a
language of inquiry. All in all, occupying an existence that is quite literally, seeking
definition.



Body in Flux
Oil paint and pastel on canvas
47.5 x 36.5"



Cheated of Some Marvellous Experience
Oil paint on canvas
36.5 x 47.5" 



Heads Off; Hats Off
Oil paint on canvas
36.5 x 48" 



The Thought is Distracting
Oil paint and pastel on wood panel
24 x 12"



Shopping Cart

Oil paint and pastel on wood panel
12 x 12"



Miles Ingrassia

This body of work considers coming of age in the context of contemporary
masculinity. My paintings acknowledge and respond to the actions and
behaviours I saw in working class boys and men growing up in Hamilton, Ontario,
in the late 1990’s and 2000’s. This period represents a shift in masculine
performance; the tail end of a decade’s worth of softening, but also the beginning
of a resurgence of regressive masculinity found pervading today’s culture. 

This collection focuses on male touch and intimacy, particularly from a straight,
cis-gender perspective. My paintings reveal the ways young men engage in
touch, but also how the act of male touch is often mediated by ritualized
behaviour. Mosh pits, drunken half-hugs, the short leash of a cell phone charger,
the promise of getting high; these are but some of the ways young men can
validate platonic intimacy that is otherwise often taboo. My work presents the
contentious position of contemporary masculinity, torn between progressive
politics of change and inherited hegemonic norms.
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Skin to Skin
Oil on canvas
42.13 x 29.88"



Daisy Chain
Oil on panel 
48 x 35.88"

https://torontooutdoor.art/artists/gallery/toaf/2021/michelle-rodrigues/artwork/80606


Lattice Window
Oil on canvas 
48 x 35.88"

https://torontooutdoor.art/artists/gallery/toaf/2021/michelle-rodrigues/artwork/80606


Bottom Rung
Oil on canvas 
42.13 x 29.88"

https://torontooutdoor.art/artists/gallery/toaf/2021/michelle-rodrigues/artwork/80606


Full Body
Oil on unstretched canvas
42.13 x 66.13"

https://torontooutdoor.art/artists/gallery/toaf/2021/michelle-rodrigues/artwork/80606
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Noah Lima
This collection of work emphasizes the physicality of gender expression as it is
interpreted by others while investigating notions of gender identity as distinct to
the individual. These paintings are characterized by bright colours, bugs, and
floral arrangements that represent masculinity, femininity, and the fluid interplay
between these expressions. The viewer is presented with a sense of movement
between sight lines, directing floral figures to genitalia and other figures of the
body. Moreover, these paintings present an unflinching, seemingly humorous,
emphasis through the magnified scale of human figures. Resultingly, the pieces
illustrate the dichotomy between the uniquely personal and the collectively
universal aspects of being.  



Sock Packer Vase
Watercolour, gouache, watercolour 
pencil and charcoal on watercolour
paper
14 x 11"

https://torontooutdoor.art/artists/gallery/toaf/2021/michelle-rodrigues/artwork/80606


Tie Bug
Watercolour, gouache, watercolour
pencil, charcoal and white gel on
watercolour paper
14 x 11"

https://torontooutdoor.art/artists/gallery/toaf/2021/michelle-rodrigues/artwork/80606


Bosom Swarm
Watercolour, gouache, watercolour pencil, charcoal and white gel on watercolour paper
11 x 30"

https://torontooutdoor.art/artists/gallery/toaf/2021/michelle-rodrigues/artwork/80606


Flower Binder
Watercolour, gouache, watercolour pencil,
charcoal and white gel on watercolour paper
22 x 15"

https://torontooutdoor.art/artists/gallery/toaf/2021/michelle-rodrigues/artwork/80606


Field of Packers
Watercolour, gouache, watercolour pencil, charcoal and white gel on watercolour paper
11 x 30"

https://torontooutdoor.art/artists/gallery/toaf/2021/michelle-rodrigues/artwork/80606


Sport Bugs
Watercolour, gouache, watercolour
pencil, charcoal and white gel on
watercolour paper 
30 x 22"

https://torontooutdoor.art/artists/gallery/toaf/2021/michelle-rodrigues/artwork/80606


Roxana Parsa
This body of work consists of dream-like group compositions that fortify notions
of memory and family ties, as well as single figure portraits that evoke solemn
reflection and relationality with the surrounding environment. The dream-like
quality of these pieces stems from the absence of many of these figures from
personal memory, existing primarily in archival photos and home videos.
However,  the presentation of these quasi-absent figures communicates
alternative modes of remembering. As a result, this collection presents kinship
and connection to a significant place as key factors in formulating personal
memories and identity across diaspora.
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The Gathering
Acrylic on canvas board
9 x 11.75"

https://torontooutdoor.art/artists/gallery/toaf/2021/michelle-rodrigues/artwork/80606


Woman at Night
Acrylic on canvas board
9 x 11.75"

https://torontooutdoor.art/artists/gallery/toaf/2021/michelle-rodrigues/artwork/80606


Woman at a Table
Oil on canvas board, 
15.75 x 19.75"

https://torontooutdoor.art/artists/gallery/toaf/2021/michelle-rodrigues/artwork/80606


The Dinner Party
Acrylic on canvas board
9.88 x 13.75"

https://torontooutdoor.art/artists/gallery/toaf/2021/michelle-rodrigues/artwork/80606


Michelle Rodrigues
These collages interrogate the socio-cultural construction of womanhood
through the layered accumulation and destruction of spray-painted text and
found imagery. 

Spray-painted text, visible in pieces such as Friends with Benefits and Promising
Young Women, is obscured in these collages. The ambiguous presentation of text
relates to a similar quality of the meaning itself. For instance, Promising Young
Women presents a double meaning: The collage invites viewers to consider what
women are promised by society, such as support from a husband or Prince
Charming, while considering that women are promising, as in full of potential for
success, in and of themselves.  

The found imagery materials include Good Housekeeping magazines from the
1980s and 1990s, where expressions of sexist gender ideology are rife.
Accordingly, these materials present an opportunity to intervene with an archive
of popular discourses about womanhood while reconstructing an empowering
image using tools of the past. The tactile involvement of scratching and
excavating layers contributes to a developing narrative, one which may be
understood uniquely to the viewer. 
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Promising Young Women
Magazine paper and spray paint
on wood panel
48 x 36"

https://torontooutdoor.art/artists/gallery/toaf/2021/michelle-rodrigues/artwork/80606


Friends with  Benefits
Magazine paper and spray paint
on wood panel
48 x 36"

https://torontooutdoor.art/artists/gallery/toaf/2021/michelle-rodrigues/artwork/80606
https://torontooutdoor.art/artists/gallery/toaf/2021/michelle-rodrigues/artwork/80606
https://torontooutdoor.art/artists/gallery/toaf/2021/michelle-rodrigues/artwork/80606


Easy as Cake
Magazine paper and spray paint
on wood panel
48 x 36"

https://torontooutdoor.art/artists/gallery/toaf/2021/michelle-rodrigues/artwork/80606


I Can't Help Myself
Magazine paper on illustration board
10 x 8"

https://torontooutdoor.art/artists/gallery/toaf/2021/michelle-rodrigues/artwork/80606


Face It
Magazine paper and spray paint on
wood panel
48 x 36"

https://torontooutdoor.art/artists/gallery/toaf/2021/michelle-rodrigues/artwork/80606


I Want You Most
Magazine paper on illustration board
10 x 8"

https://torontooutdoor.art/artists/gallery/toaf/2021/michelle-rodrigues/artwork/80606


As we exist in what seems to be endless isolation due a
global pandemic, BEING+ is timelier than ever. In solitude,
we are granted the opportunity to look inward. BEING+
offers a critical outward gaze; it situates the self within
society to examine relations with one another and society
at large. Ultimately, this exhibition aims to generate
dialogue between diverse members of the community
about the interplay between individual and group
existence.

– Abisola Oni



Michelle Cieloszczyk's practice encompasses object-based works, installations, public
interventions, and public art. She fabricates through mould-making, laser cutting, CNC
milling, and 3D printing and works in plaster, resin, silicone, and aluminum. Her recent body
of work examines the politics of policing, considering the roles and structures of authority
through casting various elements of uniforms. Cieloszczyk's work seeks to promote justice
and democracy, as well as the right to question the unchanging practices of policing in her
community. 

Biba Esaad’s practice is rooted in an exploration of an imagined queer future whereby
embodied oppressions can be transcended through the cyborg figure. The cyborg aims to
surpass the limitations of an alienating present, coding itself as a kind of disassembled;
reassembled postmodern being. By acknowledging the body as the site at which racialized
people navigate trauma and otherness, the figure of the cyborg comes to represent a site of
possible being and thus, a utopian place of imagined existence. In 2021, Esaad was awarded
The Power Plant Contemporary Emerging Artist Award. Presently, Biba works as a model, a
stylist for editorial, and with SSENSE, alongside her artistic practice.

Miles Ingrassia’s depictions of the male figure are influenced by his experience growing up
in Hamilton, Ontario, as well as personal reflections on masculinity. Ingrassia paints from
photographic references, both staged and from personal archives. The act of painting
allows Ingrassia to disrupt these images, creating moments of tension and dissolution. His
paintings reveal what traditional masculinity tends to hide – fragility, isolation,
embarrassment, among other emotions and behaviours, as well as the inability to cope with
these tendencies. 
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Roxana Parsa’s paintings are rooted in her identity as the daughter of Iranian immigrants,
and are inspired by family photographs, home videos, and films. Her evolving artistic
practice explores the themes of absence and loss, in addition to her current expressions
of kinship. Presently, Parsa is experimenting with the abstraction of figures through
multi-layered images, and large-scale paintings. 

Michelle Rodrigues’ collages are influenced by printmaking sensibilities, art therapy
approaches, and her  traditional family upbringing. Her collages are personal,
introspective glimpses into themes such as nostalgia, belonging, love, and the societal
and cultural notions of what it means to be a woman. Rodrigues’ collages are created
through a process of construction, destruction, and chance. Her work visualizes a
synthesis between the roles assigned to us as women and how we respond to these
forces as empowered beings. 

Noah Lima’s approach to the transgender experience is inclusive; he embraces the
personal determination of identity while addressing the desire not only to understand
oneself, but to promote a modern, dynamic approach to the conception of gender
identity with group solidarity. Presently, Lima is continuing to develop artworks inspired
by personal experiences, seeking to expand his practice into textile, craft, and sculptural
media.



About the Curator

BEING+ is curated by the inaugural Flavio Belli Curator Award winner, Abisola Oni.
Abisola is an emerging curator and multidisciplinary artist based in the Greater
Toronto Area. Through her visual discourse, she investigates visual and cultural
criticism from a philosophical perspective. Her developing artistic practice includes
explorations in video, sound, and performance art.



The Flavio Belli Curator Award is a mentorship program that gives a student an
opportunity to advance their professional development, learn about important issues in
the field, share ideas, and develop a working association with a senior gallery curator
and other arts professionals. 

This award is generously sponsored by the Lindy Green Family Charitable Foundation in
celebration of TOAF’s 60th Anniversary and is thrilled to recognize Flavio Belli, as this
year’s mentor.

The Flavio Belli Curator Award integrates beautifully with TOAF’s popular award:
Emerging Artists by Emerging Curator, a professional exhibition opportunity supported
by Propeller Art Gallery.

Flavio Belli Curator Award



Megan Deeks (The Deeks Financial Group CIBC Wood Gundy)
Propeller Member, Frances Patella.

Propeller Art Gallery thanks the following for financing this exhibition: 
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